
Story - There may be no coffee producer more esteemed than La Palma y El Tucan.

From their innovative neighbours and crops program, to world barista championship

winning micro-lots, these folks produce some of the very best coffees on the

planet. Located  just a couple of hours away from Bogota, they focus on producing

small amounts of the worlds most esteemed coffee varieties. I've been working with

them for four years now, and each year the quality of these coffees blows me away.

No wonder that they've become a star on barista competition stages across the

world, including for us here at Amethyst where we used this coffee to place 3rd in

the United States Barista Championship. 

 

La Palma y El Tucan - La Palma y El Tucan was founded six years ago, with the

mission to change the model of how coffee was produced and traded in Colombia.

They wanted to focus on quality over quantity, and ensure fair payment for all those

that work along the supply chain. To do this, they began by planting several

hectares with rare and exclusive varieties, and cultivating them carefully in

conjunction with the earth. This results in their 'heroes series' coffees, a series of

stunning, high-scoring coffees like this natural Gesha. 

 

They also operate their 'neighbours and crops' program, where they work with other

producers in their are to process and sell their coffee. You can check out more

about the coffees from this program with our other offering from La Palma y El

Tucan and Pedro Leal. 

 

Lactic Process - The lactic process has become somewhat of a hallmark for coffees

from La Palma y El Tucan. This process starts with ripe coffee cherries being

brought to the wet mill, where they are immediately placed into sealed containers,

removing their access to oxygen. Here, the cherries begin to ferment, and because

of this lack of oxygen, sugars in the cherries are converted to lactic acid. This lactic

acid has a profound effect on the coffee's flavour profile, contributing an amazing

coating texture, and loads of tropical fruit flavours. 

 

Transparency - We bought this coffee while at the farm back in August, and Ally

Coffee brought it stateside for us. We cupped it at an absolutely ridiculous 91.5, and

paid $50.00 per pound. 

 

 

La Palma Natural Gesha
Colombia

Special Release

 

Coffee Specifications:
Region: Cundinamarca

Producer: Felipe Sardi

Process: Lactic Natural

Variety:  Gesha

Altitude: 1850m

 

Tasting Notes:
Raspberry, Pomegranate, Rose,

Pineapple, Jasmine, Complex and

Sweet


